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We propose a new class of Linear Threshold Model-based information-diffusion model that incorporates the
formation and spread of negative attitude. We call such models negativity-aware. We show that in these
models, the influence function is a monotone submodular function. Thus we can use the greedy algorithm
to construct seed sets with constant approximation guarantees, when the objective is to select a seed set of
fixed size K to maximize total influence. Our models are flexible enough to account for both the features of
local users and the features of the information being propagated in the diffusion.
We analyze an online-learning setting for a multi-round influence-maximization problem, where an agent
is actively learning the diffusion parameters over time while trying to maximize total cumulative influence.
We assume that in each diffusion step, the agent can only observe whether a node becomes positively or
negatively influenced, or remains inactive. In particular, he does not observe the particular edge that brought
about the activation of a node, if any. This model of feedback is called node-level feedback, as opposed to
the more common edge-level feedback model in which he is able to observe, for each node, the edge through
which that node is influenced. Under mild assumptions, we develop online learning algorithms that achieve
cumulative expected regrets of order O(1/
√
T ), where T is the total number of rounds. These are the first
regret guarantees for node-level feedback models of influence maximization of any kind. Furthermore, with
mild assumptions, this result also improves the average regret of O(√lnT/T ) for the edge-level feedback
model in Wen et al. (2017a), thus providing a new performance benchmark.
1. Introduction
As online social networks become increasingly integrated into our daily life, popular platforms
such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube have turned into an important and effective media for
advertising products and spreading ideas. Commercially, it has become routine for brands to use
the word-of-the-mouth effect to promote products on social networks. In other spheres, politicians,
activists, and even ordinary people can leverage these networks to instigate political and social
changes. For example, since the 2008 presidential campaign between Obama and McCain, social
networks have become a major source of campaign related news and a place where network users
exchange their political attitudes Vergeer et al. (2013). As another example, during the Arab Spring
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2movement, social media served as the driving force for the spread of revolutionary thoughts across
the Middle East (Allagui and Kuebler 2011, Huang 2011). As reported in Huang (2011), “nearly 9
in 10 Egyptians and Tunisians” surveyed in March, 2011 said they were using Facebook to organize
protests or spread awareness about them.
Given the immense power of social networks in spreading information and ideas, it is not uncom-
mon to see social network marketing campaigns backfire. For instance, in 2016, the global discount
supermarket ALDI launched a Twitter marketing campaign, encouraging its users to fill in the
blank in “I became an ALDI lover when I tasted for the first time.” and share it on Twitter.
Despite of ALDI’s intention to promote its brand awareness, the result of the poorly designed cam-
paign was a surge of crude responses leading to an early termination of the campaign (Gorbatch
2016). Even when a campaign is carefully designed, negative reactions might still arise due to the
controversial nature of the information being propagated. For example, in a polarized political
world, the same event or incident can often be interpreted to support or work against the policy
proposal or election candidate under the campaign. Besides news articles from agencies leaning
toward particular political stances, it is also the audience who eventually decide upon her interpre-
tation and hence an attitude. Therefore, it is necessary to consider frameworks that allow formation
and spread of negative attitude, whose likelihood depends on heterogeneous demographics.
Motivated by the potential emergence of negative attitudes in social networks, we consider a
negativity-aware multi-round influence maximization problem. In our problem, an agent, hoping
to promote certain information, conducts a marketing campaign over a time horizon, for example,
three months. The time horizon is further divided into rounds, for example, weeks. At the beginning
of each round, the agent selects a “seed set” of K users, called influencers, in the network. These
users initiate a cascade of information spread through the network. The agent then closely monitors
the subsequent influence diffusion process in the social network. The rounds are independent, and
the round rewards are cumulative. The agent is aware of the potential emergence of negative
reactions and possible negative influence during the diffusion process, but is initially unaware of
the underlying parameters that govern the attitude diffusion. Her goal is to simultaneously learn
the parameters via the feedback she gathers during monitoring, and to select the seed set in each
round in order to maximize the total expected number of positively influenced users, minus the
expected number of negatively influenced users over all rounds.
Our problem is closely related to the (Online) Influence Maximization literature (Kempe et al.
2003, Chen et al. 2011, Vaswani and Lakshmanan 2015, Wen et al. 2017a). However, most existing
works model only positive influence. The works that do consider the spread of negative attitude are
either not flexible enough to capture important real-world characteristics, or are intractable due
to a lack of desirable mathematical properties (Chen et al. 2011, Nazemian and Taghiyareh 2012,
3Zhang et al. 2013, Stich et al. 2014, Galhotra et al. 2016). We discuss them in more details in §2.1.
Also, to the best of our knowledge, there is no influence maximization framework that captures
both online learning and the potential spread of negative attitude.
In this paper, we propose a novel class of Linear Threshold Model-based information-diffusion
model that incorporates the formation and spread of negative attitude. We call such models
negativity-aware. We show that in these models, the influence function is a monotone submodular
function. Thus we can use the greedy algorithm to construct seed sets with constant approximation
guarantees, when the objective is to select a seed set of fixed size K to maximize total influence.
Our models are flexible enough to account for both the features of local users and the features of
the information being propagated in the diffusion. Additionally, our models allow nodes to self-
activate. This feature captures the case that a user independently develops an attitude towards
the information being propagated, without being chosen as a seed set or being influenced by her
neighbors.
Next, we analyze an online-learning setting for a multi-round influence-maximization problem,
where an agent is actively learning the diffusion parameters over time while trying to maximize total
cumulative influence. We assume that in each diffusion step, the agent can only observe whether
a node becomes positively or negatively influenced, or remains inactive. In particular, he does not
observe the particular edge that brought about the activation of a node, if any. This model of
feedback is called node-level feedback, as opposed to the more common edge-level feedback model in
which he is able to observe, for each node, the edge through which that node is influenced. Clearly,
less information is available with the node-level feedback model. As pointed out by a few authors,
for example Vaswani et al. (2015), the edge-level feedback assumption is usually too restrictive.
In reality, what can usually be observed are just the network structure, namely, the existence and
types of users’ connections, and the activation time, for example, the time that a user re-tweets
about a topic or purchases a marketed good or service.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose linear-threshold-model-based negativity-
aware diffusion models for networks that have monotone submodular objectives. Currently, only
independent-cascade-based negativity-aware models are known with these properties. We develop
online learning and influence maximization algorithms for our models. Specifically, under mild
assumptions, we develop online learning algorithms that achieve cumulative expected regrets of
order O(1/
√
T ), where T is the total number of rounds. These are the first regret guarantees
for node-level feedback models of influence maximization of any kind. Furthermore, with mild
assumptions, this result also improves the average regret of O(√lnT/T ) for the edge-level feedback
model in Wen et al. (2017a), thus providing a new performance benchmark.
4The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give a review of the classical
information-diffusion models and the influence maximization problem in the online-learning set-
ting. We also summarize existing works on negativity-aware variants of these models. In Section
3, we introduce our LT-based negativity-aware diffusion models. We prove monotonicity and sub-
modularity properties for our models in Section 4. In Section 5, we introduce an online-learning
version of our problem. We propose an online-learning algorithm and benchmark its performance
against an algorithm that has access to the exact diffusion parameters.
2. Literature Review
Researchers have proposed various diffusion models for information spread and have extensively
explored ways to maximize the spread of influence in these models. In their seminal work, Kempe
et al. (2003) proposes the so-called Influence Maximization (IM) problem. In IM, a social network
is modeled as a directed graph G = (V,E) where each node v in the node set V represents a user
and a directed edges e= (u, v) in the edge set E indicates that information can spread form user
u to v. They consider a viral marketing problem on the graph G, where a decision maker seeks to
identify an optimal set of K seed users to initiate influence, so that the expected number of people
eventually influenced by information diffusion is maximized. They put forward two diffusion models,
the Independent Cascade Model (IC) and the Linear Threshold Model (LT). We will describe these
models briefly.
In the IC model, each edge e= (u, v) has an associated weight, which is denoted as w(e). This
weight denotes the likelihood with which user u successfully influences user v. We use w to denote a
function from E to [0,1] that maps each edge to its corresponding weight. We refer to the function
w as weights. IC specifies an influence diffusion process in discrete time steps. Initially, all nodes
are inactive. In step 0, a seed set S of users is selected and activated. In each subsequent step s,
each user activated in step s−1 has a single chance to activate her inactive downstream neighbors,
independently with success probabilities equal to the corresponding edge weights. This process
terminates when no more users can be activated. The set of users activated during the IC process
is precisely the set of users who have been influenced by the information.
The LT model, on the other hand, focuses more on describing the combined effect of neighbours
in influencing a node. In this model, each edge e is still associated with a weight w(e)∈ [0,1]. Again
we use w to denote a function from E to [0,1] that maps each edge to its corresponding weight and
refer to the function w as weights. It is also assumed that the sum of the incoming edge weights
for each node is at most one. That is,
∑
(u,v)∈E w(u, v)≤ 1 ∀v ∈ V. The LT diffusion process also
unfolds in discrete time steps. In step 0, all nodes in the seed set S becomes activated, and each
5non-seed node v ∈ V\S independently samples a threshold bv ∼ U [0,1], i.e., uniformly from [0,1].
In each subsequent step s, for each inactive node v, if∑
(u,v)∈E,u activated
w(u, v)≥ bv,
then v becomes activated. This process terminates after step s if no nodes change their activation
status in this step.
Given a diffusion model, let fw(S) denote the expected number of nodes activated during the
diffusion process given the seed set S and diffusion parameters w. We say that fw(·) is monotone
if for any S ⊂ T ⊂ V, fw(S)≤ fw(T ). If for any S ⊂ T ⊂ V and v ∈ V \ T , fw(S ∪ {v})− fw(S)≥
fw(T ∪{v})− fw(T ), then we say that fw(·) is submodular. Kempe et al. (2003) has shown that it
is NP-hard to find S ∈ arg maxS⊂V fw(S) with respect to either the IC or LT model. However, fw(·)
has been proved to be both monotone and submodular with respect to the two diffusion models.
As a result, a greedy-based algorithm can find a seed set Sg ⊂ V, |Sg| ≤ K such that fw(Sg) ≥
(1− 1/e− ) ·max|S|≤K fw(S) (Nemhauser et al. 1978). Due to the nice properties of monotonicity
and submodularity, IC and LT have become the bases for many more complex diffusion models
that were later developed.
2.1. Negativity-aware diffusion models
The existing models for influence diffusion primarily focus on the spread of one attitude of influ-
ence, which we can consider as positive influence for simplicity. More precisely, whenever a user
is influenced during the information diffusion process, she adopts a positive attitude towards the
information being spread. However, in practice, we cannot guarantee such a uniformity in attitude,
especially when the message being promoted is controversial in nature.
A few authors were motivated to consider potential negative reactions and the spread of negative
attitudes (Chen et al. 2011, Nazemian and Taghiyareh 2012, Zhang et al. 2013, Stich et al. 2014,
Galhotra et al. 2016). They propose new negativity-aware models that allow a node to become
either positively or negatively influenced. In these models, the basic influence maximization problem
is to identify a seed set of size K that maximizes the number of positively influenced nodes.
Some of these negativity-aware models are tractable (Chen et al. 2011, Nazemian and Taghiyareh
2012) because the expected positive influence spread is a monotone and submodular function of
the seed set. These tractable models, however, are not very flexible in modeling user behavior
that changes with user characteristics, as we will detail in the rest of the section. Other works are
more flexible in modeling various behaviors of different users (Zhang et al. 2013, Stich et al. 2014,
Galhotra et al. 2016). However, the positive influence spread function fails to be monotone and
6submodular in their case. Subsequently, the influence maximization problem becomes NP-hard to
approximate.
Chen et al. (2011) propose the first negativity-aware model. In addition to the influence prob-
abilities w, they assume that there is a quality factor q ∈ [0,1] representing the quality of the
product being promoted. While the activation process follows that of IC, once a node is chosen as
a seed node or is activated by a positive upstream neighbor, it becomes positive with probability
q and negative with probability (1− q), independently of everything else. Meanwhile, if the node
is influenced by a negative upstream neighbor, it becomes negative with certainty. Let us denote
the expected final number of positively influenced nodes as f+w (S, q). For a fixed q ∈ [0,1], it is
shown by Chen et al. (2011) that f+w (·, q) is monotone and submodular. In addition, they show
that if w(e) = 1 for all e∈ E , then given a seed set S, the probability that a node v turns positive
is p(S,v) = qd(S,v), where d(S,v) is the length of a directed shortest-path from S to v in G. Their
model has a strong negativity bias. Any node activated by a negative upstream neighbor can only
turn negative. In reality however, when the information being propagated is controversial, a per-
son might be influenced by her friends’ strong attitudes to look into the issue, but can develop a
different attitude towards it. Another limitation of this model is that q cannot be a function of
individual nodes, reflecting users’ individual attitudes. It must be a uniform constant. Otherwise,
the influence function turns out to be no longer monotone or submodular.
In the example in Figure 1, we show that the greedy algorithm can have an arbitrarily bad
approximation ratio relative to the optimal algorithm when the quality factors are heterogeneous.
In this instance, w(e) = 1 for all e ∈ E . Node X has quality factor q(X) = 0 while all other nodes
v have q(v) = 1. Fix a positive integer m. Let K =m+ 1. Consider S = {B1,1, . . . ,Bm+1,1}, whose
expected influence is f+w (S, q) = (m+ 1) ·m. However, the greedy algorithm would first choose A
since f+w ({A}, q) = m + 1 > m = f+w ({Bi,1}, q) for any i = 1, . . . ,m + 1. For any S containing A,
S ≤m+ 1, we have f+w (S, q) ≤ f+w ({A,B1,1, . . . ,Bm,1}, q) = (m+ 1) +m+m+ 12m = 72m+ 1. Let
S′ (|S′| ≤ k) be the seed set selected by the greedy algorithm, we have that when m is sufficiently
large,
f+w (S
′, q)
maxS⊂V :|S≤k| f+w (S, q)
≤
7
2
m+ 1
(m+ 1)m
< .
Nazemian and Taghiyareh (2012) build upon the work of Chen et al. (2011) by grouping users
into four categories: a user is characterized by two qualifiers - (non)complainer and (dis)satisfied.
The behavior of each group of users is different. Although more elaborate than the IC-N model,
the four groups are still too limited to model the myriad of individual characteristics and behaviors
in practice.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose negativity-aware diffusion models
that are not only tractable but also flexible enough to incorporate a variety of individual user
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Figure 1 The greedy algorithm can have arbitrarily poor performance relative to the optimal algorithm when the
quality factors are heterogeneous.
characteristics. We allow users with different characteristics to have different information-sharing
behaviors and attitude formation patterns. Interestingly, the expected positive influence spread
minus the expected negative influence spread is also monotone submodular with respect to our
model. Consequently, we are also able to solve the problem of maximizing net influence spread.
2.2. Online learning for influence maximization
There is another line of work that focuses on the online-learning setting for influence maximization
under the IC model (Lei et al. 2015, Vaswani and Lakshmanan 2015, Chen et al. 2014, Saritac et al.
2016, Vaswani et al. 2017, Wen et al. 2017b). In this setting, an agent starts with zero knowledge
of the influence probabilities, and has T rounds to advertise a product. In each round, it can select
a seed set of up to K nodes based on information observed in previous rounds, called feedback. The
goal is to maximize the total expected influence spread over all rounds.
Two feedback mechanisms have been proposed. Under the edge-semi-bandit feedback, it can
be observed for each activated node whether its attempts to activate its downstream neighbors
succeeded or not. On the other hand, under the node-level feedback, only the identity of the newly
activated nodes in each diffusion step can be observed. More precisely, when a node v is activated
8in step s and more than one of its upstream neighbors were activated in step s−1, it is not possible
to discern which of these upstream neighbors activated v.
We are the first to provide an explicit regret guarantee for online learning under node-level
feedback for an influence maximization problem of any kind. To date, the edge-semi bandit feed-
back setting has been well-characterized by various authors (Chen et al. 2014, Wen et al. 2017b),
but not the node-level feedback setting. Vaswani and Lakshmanan (2015) uses Maximum Like-
lihood Estimation-based techniques to learn from node-level feedback, but do not provide regret
guarantees for their MLE-based learning algorithm.
3. Negativity-aware diffusion model
In this section, we introduce a new negativity-aware diffusion model based on the Linear Threshold
model, which we refer to as the Negativity-Aware Linear Threshold (LT-N) model.
In LT-N, each node can be in one of the three possible states at any time: positive, negative, and
inactive. Positive (resp. negative) means that the node holds a positive (resp. negative) attitudes
towards the information being propagated. Meanwhile, inactivate means the node has not yet
developed any attitude towards the information, due to, for example, lack of awareness. Let sgn(v) =
+1,−1,0 denote v being positive, negative or inactive, respectively. We assume that, initially, all
nodes are in the inactive state. In other words, sgn(v) = 0 for all v.
A person’s attitude is not only determined by her friends’ but also by her own experience
and value judgment. To incorporate such personal bias, we introduce two autonomy factors
q+(v), q−(v) ≥ 0 associated with each node. The autonomy factors for each node depend on the
information being promoted, as well as on the node’s unique characteristics. In other words, q+(v)
(resp. q−(v)) is the weight that v places on her own attitudes in responding to the information.
The belief score
r(v) = q+(v) + q−(v)
measures the amount of trust that the node places on her own judgment. Intuitively, the smaller
r(v) is, the more susceptible v is to others’ attitudes. For now, we assume that q+ and q− are both
known.
A person also tends to place different weights on different friends’ influences. We model this by
having a weight w(e) ≥ 0 associated with each edge e = (u, v) ∈ E . The larger w(e) is, the more
influential u’s attitudes is on v. We assume that for each node v ∈ V, the sum of weights of its
incoming edges plus its own belief score r(v), lies between 0 and 1. More precisely, let N in(v) =
{u : (u, v)∈ E}, we assume that
r(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)
w(u, v)∈ [0,1], ∀v ∈ V.
9During the LT-N diffusion process, we assume that positive and negative influences from friends,
rather than cancelling each other out, jointly prompt each person to take note of the information
being diffused. Intuitively, the fact that a piece of information triggers different reactions by people
around us should further pique our interests to learn about it, and eventually to develop our own
attitude toward it. Subsequently, in our model, a node is activated the first time the sum of weights
from its active friends plus its own belief score exceeds a threshold. After being activated, the node
decides on its attitude (positive or negative) based on the ratio between the positive influence (sum
of weights from positively activated friends) and negative influence (sum of weights from negatively
activated friends) that are exerted on the node most recently.
Mathematically, the LT-N diffusion process unfolds in discrete time steps as follows. (We reserve
“round” for online learning).
• Each node v ∈ V\S independently samples a threshold bv ∼U [0,1].
• In step 0, all seed nodes become positive (use S to denote the set of seed nodes), and all
non-seed nodes u∈ V\S are inactive. Set A0 =A+0 = S and A−0 = ∅.
• In step 1, for each v ∈ V \S, if
r(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩S
w(u, v)≥ bv,
then v becomes active, and turns positive with probability
q+(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩S w(u, v)
r(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩S w(u, v)
and negative otherwise. Let A1 (resp. A
+
1 , A
−
1 ) denote the set of active (resp. positive, negative)
nodes at the end of step 1, respectively.
• In general, let Aτ (resp. A+τ , A−τ ) denote the set of nodes that are activated (resp. positive,
negative) by the end of time step τ ≥ 2. In each subsequent time step τ = 1,2, ..., for each inactive
node v ∈ V \Aτ−1, if
r(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩Aτ−1
w(u, v)≥ bv,
then v becomes active. It turns positive with probability
P[v ∈A+τ |v ∈Aτ ] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(A+τ−1\Aτ−2)
w(u, v)∑
u∈N in(v)∩(Aτ−1\Aτ−2)w(u, v)
(1)
and negative otherwise.
• The process terminates when no more inactive node can be activated. Let A(S) (resp. A+(S),
A−(S)) denote the set of active (resp. positive, negative) nodes at the end of the process, which
runs until (at most) τ = |V \S|.
Note that a node must become either positive or negative once activated. Meanwhile, as in the
original LT diffusion model, the nodes that are activated in the current time step τ does not affect
other nodes in the same time step.
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4. Monotonicity and Submodularity
Influence maximization under a vanilla LT model is known to be NP-hard (Kempe et al. 2003).
The well-known result by Nemhauser et al. (1978) shows that a greedy algorithm is guaranteed to
achieve at least (1− 1/e− ) that of the optimal reward when the objective function is monotone
submodular. Given any seed set S, let f+(S) and f−(S) be the expected number of positive and
negative nodes at the end of the diffusion process respectively. Our goal is to maximize the expected
difference f+(S)− f−(S) under LT-N.
In this section, we show that both f+(S) and −f−(S) are monotone submodular under LT-N.
Consequently, the objective function is monotone submodular as well. It follows that greedy is a
(1− 1/e− )-approximation algorithm.
To do so, we first define another diffusion model, called the Negativity-aware Triggering Set
model. We will show that the diffusion process in this model is ”equal in distribution” to the LT-N
process. The advantage of working with this intermediate model is that it has an easily proven
submodular expected influence function.
Existing works in negative-aware diffusion models only show monotonicity and submodularity
for very restricted diffusion processes (Chen et al. 2011, Nazemian and Taghiyareh 2012). In the
negativity-aware model by Chen et al. (2011), there is a fixed quality factor q that depends on
the product being promoted, and each node turns negative with probability 1− q independently.
With a single quality factor, the model does not take into account the individual characteristics
in affecting users’ attitudes. Nazemian and Taghiyareh (2012)’s model is richer as there are now
four different types of users, i.e., (dis)satisfied and (non-)complainers. Each type has a different
but fixed probability of participating in the negative word-of-mouth. However, the model is still
not flexible enough to account for the richness of user characteristics. Other more refined models
are generally intractable (Zhang et al. 2013, Galhotra et al. 2016, Stich et al. 2014). Zhang et al.
(2013) introduces opinion indicator of each user that takes value from [−1,1]. They propose a
two-phase Linear Threshold-based model in which users’ opinion indicators are updated according
to the incoming influence from activated friends. Although it models nodes’ attitudes using real
numbers, the influence maximization problem with respect to the proposed model is NP-hard to
approximate. Galhotra et al. (2016) further improve upon Zhang et al. (2013)’s model by including
both opinion indicators and interaction, i.e., how information is perceived between two nodes. Their
model is compatible with both LT and IC. However, the corresponding influence maximization
problem is still NP-hard to approximate. Stich et al. (2014) proposes a continuous time diffusion
model using Poisson process. Each node has its own attitude score that falls between 0 and 1.
They also consider negative seed set as well as a counter-response positive seed set. However, the
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model is too involved for theoretical analysis, and thus only empirical evaluations were conducted.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to show monotonicity and submodularity for general
enough negative-aware diffusion models.
4.1. Negativity-aware Triggering Set model (TS-N)
To better elucidate the properties of LT-N, we first describe a negativity-aware Triggering Set
model, which, as we will later show, is distributional equivalent to LT-N. We first define the source
of randomness of the Triggering Set diffusion model on a general directed graph.
Definition 1 (Multinomial in-neighbor sampling). Consider a directed graph G(V,E) with
edge weights w :E 7→ [0,1] satisfying ∑u∈N in
G
(v)w(u, v)≤ 1. Suppose N inG (v) 6= ∅ for all v. A multi-
nomial in-neighbor sampling X :E 7→ {0,1} is defined as follows.
• Each v ∈ V independently chooses at most one in-neighbor from N inG (v) according to a multi-
nomial distribution with probability w(u, v) for each u and 1 −∑u∈N in
G
(v)w(u, v) for choosing
nothing.
• For each v that chooses an in-neighbor u, set X(u, v) = 1. Set all other X(e) = 0.
Let EX denote the set of edges chosen (called live edges). Define the live-edge graph GX = (V,EX).
Note that each connected component of GX in Definition 1 is either a tree or a cycle because
the degree of each node is at most 2.
Given a seed set S, the Negativity-aware Triggering Set diffusion process is defined as follows.
1. Given a seed set S, augment the original graph as follows.
• For any v ∈ V, create two separate copies v+, v−. Let V+ = {v+ : v ∈ V} and V− = {v− :
v ∈ V}, E+ = {(v+, v) : v ∈ V}, E− = {(v−, v) : v ∈ V}.
• Let G˜ = (V˜, E˜) be the augmented (weighted) graph with nodes V˜ = V ∪V+∪V− and edges
E˜ = E ∪E+ ∪E−.
• For each v ∈ V, set the edge weights w(v+, v) = q+(v) and w(v−, v) = q−(v). The weights
of the edges in E remain unchanged.
2. Obtain a multinomial in-neighbor sampling X : E˜ 7→ {0,1} of G˜ and the corresponding live-edge
graph G˜X = (V, E˜X) as in Definition 1.
3. Mark all nodes in S as positive.
4. The set of positive nodes B+(S) is the set of nodes in V reachable with respect to the sampled
graph G˜X from S ∪V+. In other words, all seed nodes turn positive by default, regardless of
their multinomial in-neighbor sampling. Meanwhile, a non-seed node v ∈ V \S turns positive
if and only if there is a directed path consisting of edges in E˜X from S ∪V+ to v.
5. The set of negative nodes B−(S) is the set of nodes in V \ S reachable with respect to the
sampled graph G˜X from V− not through S ∪V+.
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6. Let B(S) =B+(S)∪B−(S) be the set of all active (positive and negative) nodes.
Note that only nodes in V can be counted as active nodes.
4.2. Monotonicity and submodularity of TS-N
For any fixed multinomial edge sampling realization X, we use f+X(S) = |B+(S)| and f−X (S) =
|B−(S)| to denote the number of positively and negatively influenced nodes, respectively. Borrowing
the idea of Lemma 4.4 in Kempe et al. (2003), we show that both f+X(S) and −f−X (S) are monotone
submodular. This result implies the monotonicity and submodularity of the expected influence
functions f+(S) and −f−(S).
Proposition 1. Consider a seed set S and a fixed multinomial edge sampling realization X as in
Definition 1. Under the TS-N model, the number f+X(S) := |B+(S)| of positive nodes given S under
X is a monotone submodular. On the other hand, the number f−X (S) := |B−(S)| of negative nodes
given S under X, satisfies −f−X (S) is monotone submodular.
Proof. Throughout the proof, all reachability is with respect to the sampled graph G˜X = (V˜, E˜X).
Note that B+(S) is the number of nodes in V reachable from S ∪ V+, including all seed nodes.
We write B
(±)
X (·) to emphasize the dependence of the sets on X. Consider arbitrary sets S and T ,
S ⊂ T ⊂V, and a node v ∈ V \T . Since every node (in V) reachable from S ∪V+ is also reachable
from S ∪ {v} ∪ V+, we have B+X(S) ⊆ B+X(S ∪ {v}). Therefore, f+X(S) ≤ f+X(S ∪ {v}). Therefore,
monotonicity holds.
Meanwhile, we have f+X(S∪{v})−f+X(S) = |B+X(S ∪{v})\B+X(S)|. Since S ⊆ T , any node reach-
able from S ∪ V+ is also reachable from T ∪ V+. Therefore, any node (reachable from v but) not
reachable from T ∪V+ is (reachable from v but) not reachable from S ∪V+ either. In other words,
B+X(T ∪{v}) \B+X(T )⊆B+X(S ∪{v}) \B+X(S).
Therefore, f+X(S ∪{v})− f+X(S)≥ f+X(T ∪{v})− f+X(T ). Therefore, submodularity follows.
For the second part, suppose u ∈ B−X(S ∪ {v}). Then, u ∈ V \ (S ∪ {v}) and it is not reachable
from S∪{v}∪V+. This means it is not reachable from the smaller set S∪V+ either. Meanwhile, it
is reachable from V−, or more precisely, from {s− : s ∈ V \ (S ∪ {v})}. Therefore, u ∈B−X(S). This
implies B−X(S ∪ {v}) ⊂ B−X(S). In other words, f−(S) ≥ f−(S ∪ {v}). This argument establishes
monotonicity.
Next, we show B−X(T ) \B−X(T ∪{v})⊆B−X(S) \B−X(S ∪{v}) to establish submodularity.
• If v /∈B−X(T ), then nodes in B−X(T ) do not “trace back” to v (otherwise v ∈B−X(T )). Therefore,
they trace back to negative copies of nodes in V \ (T ∪{v}). This means B−X(T ) =B−X(T ∪{v}) and
the above claim holds.
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• If v ∈ B−X(T ), B−X(T ) \B−X(T ∪ {v}) is the set of nodes in V \ T that are reachable from v,
including v itself. Since B−X(T )⊆B−X(S), v is still negative when the seed set is S. Since V \ T ⊆
V \ S, nodes in B−X(T ) \B−X(T ∪ {v}) are also in V \ T and are also reachable from v. Therefore,
B−X(T ) \B−X(T ∪{v})⊆B−X(S) \B−X(S ∪{v}).
Since S ⊆ T , any node (reachable from V− but) not reachable from T ∪ V+ is also (reachable
from V− but) not reachable from S ∪V+. Therefore, B−X(T ) \B−X(T ∪{v})⊆B−X(S) \B−X(S ∪{v}).
This implies that f−X (S)− f−X (S ∪{v})≥ f−X (T )− f−X (T ∪{v}).
Corollary 1. Under the TS-N diffusion process, the expected influence function f+(S) :=
E[|B+(S)|], where the expectation is over the multinomial edge sampling X, is monotone submod-
ular. Meanwhile, let f−(S) := E[|B−(S)|]. Then −f−(·) is monotone submodular. It follows that
g : S 7→ f+(S)− f−(S) is monotone submodular.
Proof. Since f+(S) =
∑
X P[X]f
+
X(S), where the sum is taken over all possible multinomial
in-neighbor sampling realizations, the result follows. Monotone submodularity of −f−(·) follows
similarly and that of g(·) follows from the fact that sum of monotone submodular functions is also
monotone submodular.
4.3. Monotonicity and submodularity of LT-N
In this section, we fix a seed set S throughout and omit the various node sets’ dependence on
S when there is no ambiguity. To show submodularity of the expected influence function under
LT-N, we first establish the following distributional equivalence result. It is a generalization of
the distributional equivalence between a vanilla LT model and a special type of triggering model
(Theorem 4.6, Kempe et al. (2003)).
The randomness of A+ and B+ comes from the random thresholds {bv : v ∈ V} and the multino-
mial in-neighbor sampling X, respectively. Recall that Aτ (resp. A
+
τ , A
−
τ ) denote the set of active
(resp. positive, negative) nodes by the end of step τ in a realization of the LT-N process.
In LT-N, recall that nodes in S becomes active (in fact, positive) in step 0 with A0 = A
+
0 = S
and A−0 = ∅. Meanwhile, for v ∈ V \S (i.e., v /∈A0), we have
P[v ∈A1] = r(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩S
w(u, v); (2)
P[v ∈A+1 ] = q+(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩S
w(u, v); and (3)
P[v ∈A−1 ] = q−(v). (4)
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For τ ≥ 2, then, the conditional probabilities that a node v ∈ V \Aτ−1 becomes active, positive,
and negative in step τ , given the history (A`,A
+
` ,A
−
` )
τ−1
`=0 , can be computed as follows:
P[v ∈Aτ |(A`,A+` ,A−` )τ−1`=0 ] =
P[v ∈Aτ \Aτ−1]
P[v /∈Aτ−1] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(Aτ−1\Aτ−2)w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Aτ−2 w(u, v) , (5)
P[v ∈A+τ |(A`,A+` ,A−` )τ−1`=0 ] =
P[v ∈A+τ \A+τ−1]
P[v /∈Aτ−1] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(A+τ−1\A+τ−2)
w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Aτ−2 w(u, v) , (6)
P[v ∈A−τ |(A`,A+` ,A−` )τ−1`=0 ] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(A−τ−1\A−τ−2)
w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Aτ−2 w(u, v) . (7)
For TS-N, consider revealing the multinomial in-neighbor sampling X step-wise.
• In step 0, nodes in S become positive. Let B0 =B+0 = S, B−0 = ∅.
• In step 1, first let B(±)1 = B(±)0 (three equalities). Then, each node v ∈ V \ S with at least
one in-neighbor in S samples its in-neighbor according to the multinomial distribution. If an in-
neighbor u∈ S ∪{v+, v−} is sampled, add u to B1; add u to B+1 if u∈ S ∪{v+} or to B−1 if u= v−.
If no in-neighbor is sampled, keep its sampled in-neighbor unknown subject to it being outside the
current active set S ∪{v+, v−}.
• For τ ≥ 2, construct Bτ , B+τ , B−τ similarly. First let B(±)τ = B(±)τ−1. Then, each node v ∈ V \
Bτ−1 with at least one in-neighbor in Bτ−1 samples its in-neighbor according to the multinomial
distribution conditioned on it being outside Bτ−2 ∪ {v+, v−}. If an in-neighbor u ∈Bτ−1 \ (Bτ−2 ∪
{v+, v−}) is sampled, add u to Bτ ; add u to B+τ if u∈B+τ−1 or to B−τ if u∈B−τ−1.
• The process terminates at τ = |V \S|, or when Bτ =Bτ−1, whichever is earlier.
By the construction of B(±)τ , τ = 0,1, . . . , we have B
(±) =B(±)|V\S|.
For τ = 1, v ∈ V \S, by the construction of the sets B(±)1 , we have
P[v ∈B1] = r(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩S
w(u, v), (8)
P[v ∈B+1 ] = q+(v) +
∑
u∈N in(v)∩S
w(u, v), (9)
P[v ∈B−1 ] = q−(v). (10)
Similar to (2)-(4), for τ ≥ 2 and v ∈ V \Bτ−1, the conditional probabilities given the history of
growing sets (B`,B
+
` ,B
−
` )
τ−1
`=0 can be computed as follows:
P[v ∈Bτ |(B`,B+` ,B−` )τ−1`=0 ] =
P[v ∈Bτ \Bτ−1]
P[v /∈Bτ−1]
=
P[X chooses an in-neighbor from Bτ−1 \Bτ−2]
P[X does not choose any in-neighbor from Bτ−2 ∪{v+, v−}]
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=
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(Bτ−1\Bτ−2)w(u, v)
1− r(v)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Bτ−2 w(u, v) , (11)
P[v ∈B+τ |(B`,B+` ,B−` )τ−1`=0 ] =
P[v ∈B+τ \Bτ−1]
P[v /∈Bτ−1] =
P[v ∈B+τ \B+τ−1]
P[v /∈Bτ−1]
=
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(B+τ−1\B+τ−2)
w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Bτ−2 w(u, v) , (12)
P[v ∈B−τ |(B`,B+` ,B−` )τ−1`=0 ] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(B−τ−1\B−τ−2)
w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Bτ−2 w(u, v) . (13)
Proposition 2. For any τ ≥ 0, (A`,A+` ,A−` )τ`=0 d=(B`,B+` ,B−` )τ`=0. In other words, the joint dis-
tributions are equal.
Proof. Recall that we fix the seed set S throughout. The claim holds trivially for τ = 0 since
A0 =B0 =A
+
0 =B
+
0 = S, A
−
0 =B
−
0 = ∅. By (2)-(4) and (8)-(10), it also holds for τ = 1.
Suppose (A`,A
+
` ,A
−
` )
τ−1
`=0
d
=(B`,B
+
` ,B
−
` )
τ−1
`=0 for some τ ≥ 2 (inductive hypothesis). We then
show that the conditional distributions are equal, which implies that the joint distributions are
equal. Specifically, let (V`, V
+
` , V
−
` )
τ−1
`=0 be a family of deterministic sets that is a possible realiza-
tion of (A`,A
+
` ,A
−
` )
τ−1
`=0 . Denote the events EA :=
{
(A`,A
+
` ,A
−
` )
τ−1
`=0 = (V`, V
+
` , V
−
` )
τ−1
`=0
}
and EB :={
(B`,B
+
` ,B
−
` )
τ−1
`=0 = (V`, V
+
` , V
−
` )
τ−1
`=0
}
. By the induction hypothesis, we have Pξ[EA] = PX [EB]. For
v ∈ V \Vτ−1, by (5) and (11), we have
P[v ∈Aτ |EA] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(Vτ−1\Vτ−2)w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Vτ−2 w(u, v) = P[v ∈Bτ |EB]. (14)
Similarly, by (6) and (12),
P[v ∈A+τ |EA] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(V +τ−1\V +τ−2)
w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Vτ−2 w(u, v) = P[v ∈B+τ |EB]. (15)
Furthermore, by (7) and (13),
P[v ∈A−τ |EA] =
∑
u∈N in(v)∩(V−τ−1\V−τ−2)
w(u, v)
1− r(t)−∑u∈N in(v)∩Vτ−2 w(u, v) = P[v ∈B−τ |EB]. (16)
Note that (14)-(16) imply that the conditional distributions are equal:
((Aτ ,A
+
τ ,A
−
τ )|EA) d=((Bτ ,B+τ ,B−τ )|EB).
Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, (A`,A
+
` ,A
−
` )
τ
`=0
d
=(B`,B
+
` ,B
−
` )
τ
`=0.
Theorem 1. Under the LT-N model, the expected number of positively influenced nodes f+(·) is
monotone and submodular.
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Proof. For any S ⊆V, Proposition 2 implies A+(S) d=B+(S). Therefore, f+(S) = E[|A+(S)|] =
E[|B+(S)|] = f+(S). We conclude the expected of positively influenced nodes is monotone submod-
ular under LT-N by Corollary 1.
Corollary 2. Under the LT-N model, the expected difference between the number of positively
and negatively influenced nodes is monotone submodular.
Proof. By similar arguments as in Theorem 1, we have that −f−(S) is monotone submodular.
As monotonicity and submodularity are preserved under addition, we conclude that f+(S)−f−(S)
is monotone submodular as well.
5. Learning From Node-Level Feedback
The previous two sections are based on the assumption that the edge weights are known. In this
section we consider an online learning setting of this problem. Namely, the edge weights are initially
unknown and need to be gradually learned.
In each round, the agent activates a seed set that initiates the information diffusion on the
network. Unlike the edge-level feedback model assumed by most existing online influence maxi-
mization literature, where the status of each edge that takes part in the diffusion can be observed,
in our node-level feedback model, we assume that the agent can only observe the node status.
More specifically, in each diffusion time step, the agent observes whether or not a node becomes
positively or negatively activated or remains inactive, but she does not get to observe how each
of its active parents contributes to this node’s activation. Since several edges may contribute to a
node’s activation simultaneously, it is hard to discriminate the contribution of each individual edge
and estimate the edge weights accurately. Because of this difficulty, online learning with node-level
feedback has remained largely unexplored until this work.
In this section, we first mathematically formulate the online learning problem and discuss some
assumptions we impose. Then we investigate the key obstacles in learning and propose an algorithm
that performs weight estimation and selects seed sets in each round. Finally, we conduct theoretical
analysis on the performance of the algorithm. Specifically, we first show that the average cumulative
regret of Algorithm 1 is bounded by O( 1√
n
). This improves upon the average cumulative regret
of O(
√
logn
n
) obtained by Wen et al. (2017a) for an online influence maximization problem with
edge-level feedback. We then show that the average cumulative regret can be further improved to
be O(n−q/(q+1)) for any integer q > 0 by applying Algorithm 2. It is worth noting that the same
regret bounds could be achieved if we apply Algorithms 1 and 2 to edge-level feedback problems.
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Figure 2 The case where weights and upper bounds cannot be estimated accurately by node-level observations.
5.1. Learning in classical LT model
For ease of exposition, we consider only the activation process in this section and postpone the
analysis of positive versus negative activation to the next section. All assumptions and results in
the activation process remain the same when signed activations are incorporated.
Wen et al. (2017a) have investigated the performance of edge-level feedback IC model and pur-
posed a UCB-type learning algorithm IMLinUCB. However, it is hard to extend their work to any
node-level feedback model such as LT-N. The main challenge comes from parameter estimation.
In round t, IMLinUCB estimates θ∗ by θt, constructs a confidence ball around θt, and derives the
upper confidence bound (UCB) weight Ut(e) for every edge e∈ E . IMLinUCB then selects the seed
set by feeding Ut(e), e ∈ E to a greedy approximation oracle. Intuitively, with more edges being
observed, the upper bound U(e) converges to wθ∗(e) for each edge e∈ E , thus making the selected
seed set an α-approximation solution to the optimum.
Unfortunately, the structural similarities between their IM problem and the classical linear con-
textual bandit problem, and between the IMLinUCB and the classical algorithms in Abbasi-Yadkori
et al. (2011) do not hold anymore under node-level feedback. As several edges can simultaneously
contribute to the activation of a single node, it is generally not possible to estimate the weight
and upper bound on each individual edge accurately. Consider a simple example as illustrated in
Figure 2. We have two edges e1 = (A,C) and e2 = (B,C) with corresponding features x(e1) = (1,0)
and x(e2) = (0,1). Suppose that the true weights on e1 and e2 are w1 = 0.3 and w2 = 0.5 and these
two edges are always observed simultaneously. In this case, with more observations, the estimation
of w1 +w2 converges to 0.8. However, if we try to estimate e1 and e2 separately, as these two edges
are always observed together, we have U(e1) = 0.8 and U(e2) = 0.8. This example shows that the
upper confidence bound of each individual edges does not necessarily converge to its true weight
even if we have infinitely many observations of this edge.
The example above indicates that there is no quick extension of IMLinUCB for LT-N. Thus,
further assumptions as well as more sophisticated designed algorithms are required to ensure an
increasingly accurate edge weight estimation as more node-level realizations are observed.
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5.1.1. Technical assumptions Recall that in each round t, the nodes are activated in discrete
time steps according to our LT-N model, with nodes in the seed set St being activated in time step
0 of round t. For each node v ∈ V, we use ιt(v) to denote the time step at which node v becomes
activated in round t. When v ∈ St, we have that ιt(v) = 0. If v is not activated in round t, then we
set ιt(v) =∞.
For each node v ∈ V \St, define its relevant parents as follows:
At(v) :=
{
{u∈N in(v) : ιt(u)≤ ιt(v)− 1} if ιt(v)<∞,
{u∈N in(v) : ιt(u)<∞} if ιt(v) =∞.
(17)
That is, the set of relevant parents At(v) is the set of nodes that are relevant to the activation
status of v at t. We say the weight w(e) on an edge e= (u, v) is active if u has been activated. When
ιt(v) <∞, At(v) is the set of its parent nodes who collectively push the sum of active incoming
weights at v to exceed v’s threshold for the first time. When ιt(v) =∞, At(v) is the set of nodes
that have collectively failed to push the sum of active incoming weights at v to exceed its threshold.
Note that for an inactive node v in round t, At(v) might not be empty, since some of its parent
nodes might be activated during the diffusion process but have failed to activate v.
Our analysis is based on a few assumptions on the weights and solution stability, which we will
state and justify below.
We first introduce assumptions on the edge weights. The first assumption is a linear general-
ization of edge weights. We assume that each edge e ∈ E has an edge feature vector x(e) ∈ Rd
that characterizes the relationship between e’s two end nodes. The weight on each edge is a linear
mapping from its feature. More formally, we have
Assumption 1 (Linear parameterization). There exists θ∗ ∈ Rd (d n), ‖θ∗‖2 ≤ 1 such that
the true edge weights are wθ∗(e) = x(e)
>θ∗ ∈ [0,1]. By the assumption on the incoming weight sum
of our LT-N model, we have
∑
u∈N in(v) x(e)
>θ∗ ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V.
Such a linear generalization of diffusion parameters is also used in Wen et al. (2017a). The gener-
alization makes our learning model more scalable.
We use θ to denote a generic vector in Rd and refer to it as the parameter. We denote the true
parameter as θ∗ and the estimated parameter in round t as θt in the rest of the paper. Similar to
the assumption for LT-N, we assumes
∑
u∈N in(v) x(e)
>θ∗ ≤ 1 for all v ∈ V. Furthermore, we assume
the that the “aggregated” features are bounded too:
Assumption 2 (Feature regularity). There exists Dmax > 0 such that ‖
∑
u∈B x(u, v)‖ ≤Dmax
for all v ∈ V and all B ⊆N in(v).
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Note that Assumption 2 is similar to the feature boundedness assumption in many existing works
on contextual linear bandit problems. See, for example, Abbasi-Yadkori et al. (2011), Chu et al.
(2011). In particular, Wen et al. (2017a) adopts the analysis techniques of Abbasi-Yadkori et al.
(2011) and therefore also assumes that the norms of the edge features are bounded. In addition,
the LT-N model, like any other LT model, requires the sum of weights of incoming edges of every
node to be bounded by 1. It is thus natural to assume that the norm of the sum of any subset of
incoming features at every node is bounded.
One of our key ideas is to make sure that the features of observed edges are diverse enough to
allow enough information to be collected on all directions of θt, so that θt→ θ∗ as t→∞. More
specifically, we impose a feature diversity assumption as follows:
Assumption 3 (Feature diversity). There exists d edges e◦i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d such that the
matrix
∑d
i=1 x(e
◦
i )x(e
◦
i )
> is positive definite. In other words, the minimum eigenvalue λ◦min :=
λmin
(∑d
i=1 x(e
◦
i )x(e
◦
i )
>
)
is strictly greater than 0.
It is easy to see that the existence of d edges with linearly independent features would be sufficient
to ensure Assumption 3. This should be easy to satisfy as the dimension of the features is usually
much smaller than the total number of edges, that is, dm. Under this assumption, if we keep
exploring those edges, the confidence region will shrink in all feature directions, so that θt→ θ∗ as
t→∞.
Moreover, as discussed in Section 4, the objective function f is monotone and submodular so
that a greedy algorithm with exact evaluation of f returns a (1− 1/e)-approximation solution.
Since evaluating f is #-P hard, we assume access to an approximation oracle:
Assumption 4 (Approximation oracle). Let  > 0 and α= 1−1/e−, there exists an efficient,
possibly random (α,β)-oracle that takes G, w, K, and outputs a seed set S˜ such that f(S˜,w) ≥
α ·OPT(K,w) with probability at least β.
An example of α is α= 1− 1/e− 0.01. The reverse reachable set method in Tang et al. (2014) can
be easily extended to obtain such an approximation oracle.
We also impose assumptions on the solution stability of the network. Consider the solution
returned by the approximation oracle around θ∗. Let us fix the seeding capacity K. Let f(S,w)
be the expected total influence given seed set S and edge weights w. Denote OPT(K,w) =
max{f(S,w) : |S| ≤K, S ⊆ V}. Let A(θ,α) = {S ⊆ V : f(S,wθ) ≥ α ·OPT(K,wθ)} be the set of
α-approximating seed sets. Our next assumption states that the set of α-approximating sets and
the optimal seed set are invariant under small perturbations.
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Assumption 5 (Stability). There exists a constant  > 0 such that for any θ such that ‖θ−θ∗‖ ≤
, A(θ,α) = A(θ∗, α). Moreover, there exists a fixed SA such that SA ∈ arg min{f(S,wθ) : S ∈
A(θ,α)} for all θ such that ‖θ− θ∗‖ ≤ .
The above assumption will be satisfied under mild conditions. In Theorem 2 below, we provide a
sufficient condition for Assumption 5 to hold, and show that this stability condition holds with
probability one.
Theorem 2. Let θ∗ be the true parameter, A(θ∗, α) be the set of α-approximation sets,
and OPT (K,wθ∗) be the optimal value with respect to θ
∗. Assumption 5 holds whenever
minS∈A(θ∗,α) f(S,wθ∗) > α ·OPT (K,wθ∗). This sufficient condition holds with probability 1 if we
sample α uniformly from an interval [1− 1/e− 1,1− 1/e− 2] with 1 > 2.
Proof. Consider the set of α-approximation seed sets A(θ∗, α). Let g(S,wθ∗) =
f(S,wθ∗)/OPT (K,wθ) be the approximation ratio of S to S
opt(wθ∗). By definition, we have
g(S,wθ∗) ≥ α for S ∈ A(θ∗, α). We prove that a sufficient condition for Assumption 5 to hold is
minS∈A(θ∗,α) g(S,wθ∗)>α.
Given any seed set S of size K, by Lemma 3 in the Appendix, it is easy to see that f(S,wθ)
and OPT (K,wθ) are continuous in θ , which implies that g(S,wθ) is also continuous in θ. Suppose
minS∈A(θ∗,α) g(S,wθ∗)>α, i.e., g(S,wθ∗)>α for all S ∈A(θ∗, α). For any S ∈A(θ∗, α), as g(S,wθ)
is continuous, there exists a positive constant δS > 0 such that g(S,wθ)> α for all ‖θ− θ∗‖ ≤ δS.
Let δ1 = minS∈A(θ∗,α) δS. We conclude that g(S,wθ)>α for all S ∈A(θ∗, α) and ‖θ− θ∗‖ ≤ δ1. This
is equivalent to A(θ∗, α)⊂A(θ,α) for ‖θ− θ∗‖ ≤ δ1.
At the same time, consider the seeds sets that are not α-approximations to OPT (K,wθ∗), i.e.,
g(S,wθ∗) < α and S /∈ A(θ∗, α). By a similar argument, we conclude that there exists a positive
constant δ2 > 0 such that for all S /∈ A(θ∗, α), g(S,wθ) < α for all ‖θ − θ∗‖ ≤ δ2, which further
implies A(θ,α) ⊂ A(θ∗, α). By choosing δ0 = min(δ1, δ2), we conclude A(θ,α) = A(θ∗, α) for all
‖θ− θ∗‖ ≤ δ0.
The preceding analysis shows that Assumption 5 indeed holds if minS∈A(θ∗,α) g(S,wθ∗)>α, which
yields a contradiction. We thus conclude that Assumption 5 holds whenever minS∈A(θ∗,α) g(S,wθ∗)>
α, and fails only when there exists a set S such that f(S,wθ∗) = α ·OPT (K,wθ∗).
Finally, consider an LT-N network with fixed wθ∗ . There are finitely many seed sets and their
corresponding approximation ratios are distributed as finite discrete values on [0,1]. As α = 1−
1/e−  is required to be decided prior to calling the (α,β)-approximation oracle, if we sample α
uniformly over an interval [1− 1/e− 1,1− 1/e− 2] with 1 > 2, the probability of α being equal
to one of the approximation ratios is zero. Thus, we conclude that f(S,wθ∗) = α ·OPT (K,wθ∗) is
a zero-probability event, which completes the proof.
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The above theorem shows that Assumption 5 fails only when there is a set that provides exactly
an α-approximation, which happens with probability zero.
The stability assumption is crucial for analyzing the theoretical performance of our algorithm.
Suppose the current estimator θ is close enough to θ∗ such that ‖θ − θ∗‖ ≤ , and the greedy
algorithm successfully returns a size-K α-approximation solution S to θ such that f(S,wθ) ≥
α · OPT (K,wθ). By Assumption 5, we have S ∈ A(θ,α) = A(θ∗, α), which implies S is also an
α-approximate solution to θ∗, and yields zero regret. Although Assumption 5 is general enough
and provides a possibility of getting better theoretical guarantees for online-learning, it has not
been exploited by any previous algorithm, to the best of our knowledge.
5.1.2. Performance metrics One of the most important metric in evaluating the perfor-
mance of online learning algorithms is the average regret. The average regret is the cumulative loss
in reward divided by the horizon length T . This cumulative loss is incurred due to the inaccurate
estimation of edge weights and the random nature of the (α,β)-approximation oracle invoked. It is
worth noting that the loss from a random oracle cannot be reduced even if the true edge weights
were known.
To analyze the performance of Algorithm 1, we adopt the average scaled regret proposed in
Wen et al. (2017a). In particular, let Sopt = arg maxS{f(S,wθ∗) : |S| ≤K,S ⊂ V} be the optimal
size-K seed set with respect to the true parameter θ∗, and St be the seed set selected at round
t. We consider the metric Rαβ(n) =
∑n
t=1E[R
αβ
t ]/n, where n is the number of rounds, α,β > 0 is
the scale, and Rηt = f(S
opt,wθ∗)− 1αβf(St,wθ∗). When α= β = 1, Rαβ(n) reduces to the standard
expected average regret R(n).
5.1.3. Algorithms Under the assumptions introduced above, we propose online learning algo-
rithms to learn the true parameter and select seed sets effectively.
Let Do = {eo1, · · · , eod} be the exploration set consisting d diverse edges satisfying Assumption
3. We partition the time horizon into multiple epochs, each having a number of exploration and
exploitation rounds. Specifically, the k-th epoch consists of d exploration and k subsequent exploita-
tion rounds. Let tsm = 1 +
∑m−1
k=1 (d + k) = 1 + (2d + m)(m − 1)/2 be the starting time of epoch
m, and let T om = {tsm, · · · , tsm + d− 1} and T cm = {tsm + d, · · · , tsm + d+ d−m− 1} be the series of
exploration and exploitation rounds in m-th epoch, respectively.
We say that a node is observed in round t if any of its parent node is activated in the diffusion
of round t, and unobserved otherwise. In round t for any observed node v, denote
x¯t(v) :=
∑
u∈At(v)
x(u, v),
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as the feature for the combined edge weights that are relevant to the activation status of v, and
let yt(v) = I{v is activated in round t}= I{x¯t(v)≥ ξv}.
In epoch m, our first algorithm runs as follows:
• The algorithm first runs d exploration rounds. In the i-th exploration, t= tsm + i− 1, select a
single seed node v◦i := head(e
◦
i ) for e
o
i ∈D.
• The algorithm then runs k exploitation rounds. At the beginning of exploitation round t,
a) First obtain the least square estimate
θt−1 = arg min
θ
t−1∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\Sτ
‖x¯τ (v)>θ− yτ (v)‖2 +λ‖θ‖2.
For any round t, let the covariance matrix and corresponding reward be
Mt := λII +
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\Sτ
x¯τ (v)x¯τ (v)
>, rt :=
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
yτ (v)x¯τ (v).
Define, for each exploitation round t∈ T cm,
θt−1 =M
−1
t−1rt−1. (18)
b) Invoke the (α,β)-oracle on G with parameters wθt−1 to obtain the seed set St.
The complete algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
It is worth noting that to ensure the full observability of the exploration edge eoi , we only select a
single seed node voi = head(e
o
i ) in each exploration round. This way, no other edges will be involved
in the attempt to activate tail(eoi ). In practice, instead of selecting only v
o
i to make sure edge e
o
i ’s
realization is observed, we can select voi together with a set of seed nodes that are not connected
to uoi = tail(e
o
i ).
Note also that the number of exploration rounds is fixed to be d while the number of exploitation
rounds in the k-th epoch is k. Thus, the ratio between number of exploration and exploitation time
decreases as the number of epoch increases. Intuitively, each exploration round incurs regret. As
the estimation θt gets closer to the true parameter θ
∗, we can gradually decrease the number of
exploration rounds to reduce the contribution of exploration to the total regret. At the same time,
insufficient exploration could make θt inaccurate, which might lead to sub-optimal seed selection
and increased the total regret. Thus, a balance of exploration and exploitation is required to achieve
minimum total regret.
In the rest of this section, we provide a theoretical analysis on Algorithm 1 and derive an average
per-round regret of O(1/√n) as the number of rounds n goes to infinity, based on all assumptions
made above. Furthermore, we will make use of the stability Assumption 5 to optimize the allocation
of exploration and exploitation rounds. In this way, we can modify Algorithm 1 into Algorithm
2 with tuning parameter q. Algorithm 2 achieves an average regret of O(n−q/(q+1)) for arbitrarily
chosen integer q > 0, possibly with a larger constant.
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Algorithm 1 Influence Maximization Linear Node-level Feedback
Input: graph G, source node cardinality K, ORACLE, feature vector xe’s, and algorithm param-
eters c.
Initialization: reward r0← 0∈Rd, corvariance matrix M0← Iλ ∈Rd×d
for epochs m= 1,2, · · · do
set tsm = 1 +
∑m−1
j=1 (d+ j)
for t= tsm, · · · , tsm + d+m− 1 do
if t= tsm + i for i= 1, · · · , d, then
choose St = head(e
o
i ) where e
o
i ∈Do.
else
set θt−1 =M
−1
t−1rt−1, choose St ∈ORACLE(G,K,wθt−1)
end if
Observe node-level feedback. Update Mt←Mt−1 and rt← rt−1,
For all observed node v ∈ V, update Mt←Mt + x¯t(v)x¯Tt (v) and rt← rt + x¯t(v)yt(v)
end for
end for
5.2. Regret analysis
In this section, we provide an analysis of the regret for Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. We prove
the following regret guarantee for Algorithm 1.
Theorem 3. Assume Assumptions 1 2, 3, 5 and 4 hold. The average regret of running Algorithm
1 in n rounds is
Rαβ(n)
n
≤O
(
1√
n
)
.
Proof. Let f∗ = f(Sopt,w∗) be the optimum value. Define Rαβt = f
∗ − E[ 1
αβ
f(St,w
∗)] as the
expected (α,β)-scaled regret in round t, where St is the seed set that the algorithm selects in
round t. The expectation is over the randomness of St in an exploitation round, and reduces to a
deterministic function in an exploration round, as we have pre-fixed the choice of exploration nodes.
Note that the randomness in the diffusion process has already been captured in the definition of
f .
For an exploration round, the seed set consists of a single node, which yields a regret Rαβt ≤
f(Sopt,w∗)≤L− 1. Meanwhile, for an exploitation round t, t≤ n, we obtain θt−1 =M−1t−1rt−1. Let
D be a known upper bound on ‖θ∗‖2, and let
c=
√
d log
(
1 +
nE∗
d
)
+ 2 log(n(L+ 1−K)) +D.
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Define the favorable event ξt−1 as
ξt−1 :=
{
(θτ − θ∗)TMτ (θτ − θ∗)≤ c2, ∀ τ = 1,2, . . . t− 1
}
, (19)
and ξ¯t−1 as the complement of ξt−1. The algorithm yields a regret that is upper bounded by
E[f(Sopt,w∗)− 1
αβ
f(St,w
∗)] if event ξt−1 happens, and yields at most L−K otherwise. In summary,
we have
E[Rαβt ]≤ P(ξt−1)E[f(Sopt,w∗)−
1
αβ
f(St,w
∗)|ξt−1] +P(ξ¯t−1)[L−K],
in an exploitation round t.
Let λd(Mt) be the smallest eigenvalue of Mt in round t and λmin be the smallest eigenvalue of
the feature covariance matrix of the exploration nodes defined in Assumption 3. The exploration
rounds in Algorithm 1 guarantee the addition of
∑
e∈D xex
T
e to the cumulative covariance matrix
Mt in every epoch. We provide a lower bound on the increase in λd(Mt) after every epoch in the
following lemma by Wilkinson (1965).
Lemma 1. Let M and E be d× d symmetric matrices and denote λk(A) as the k-th eigenvalue of
any matrix A. Then
λk(M) +λd(E)≤ λk(M +E)≤ λk(M) +λ1(E), ∀k= 1, · · · , d.
By Lemma 1, it is clear that the d exploration rounds contribute to an increase of λ◦min to the
smallest eigenvalue of Mt. As Mt is updated by positive semi-definite matrices in every exploration
round, the smallest eigenvalue of Mt increases by at least λ
0
min in every epoch. Thus, the smallest
eigenvalue of Mt after k epochs is at least λ
0
mink.
Let  > 0 be the stability parameter in Assumption 5 such that A(θ,α) =A(θ∗, α) for all ‖θ−
θ∗‖ ≤ . Define the confidence region Ct in round t as
Ct :=
{
θ : (θ− θt)TMt(θ− θt)≤ c2
}
.
Consider any exploitation round t after the m-th epoch, where m= c
2
λo
min
2
. That is, t≥md+m2/2.
Suppose θ∗ ∈ Ct. Then, it is easy to see that ‖θ∗−θt‖2 ≤ c2/λd(Mt)≤ 2 since λd(Mt)≥ λomin · a
2
λo
min
2
=
c2/2. Furthermore, as the favorable event ξt−1 is equivalent to θ∗ ∈ Cτ for all τ ≤ t− 1, under the
event ξt−1, we have
‖θτ − θ∗‖ ≤  for all md+ d2/2≤ τ ≤ t− 1, (20)
which implies
E[f∗− 1
αβ
f(St,w
∗)]
≤E
[
f∗− 1
αβ
(β ·αf∗+ (1−β) · 0)
]
=E
[
f∗− 1
αβ
·βαf∗
]
= 0,
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where the first inequality comes from the definition of the (α,β)-oracle and the last equality comes
from Assumption 5, the stability of the solution in parameters. Therefore, for an exploitation round
t ≥md+m2/2, the regret is nonzero only under the complement of the favorable event ξt−1, in
which case it is at most L−K. Hence,
E[Rαβt ]≤ P(ξ¯t−1)[L−K].
Finally, we combine all the preceeding steps to derive the average regret. It is clear that Rαβt ≤ f∗
for all t≤md+m2/2. Recall that we consider the average cumulative regret for the first k epochs
for ease of presentation, where k≥m. Let n= kd+k2/2. As the j-th epoch consists of d exploration
and j exploitation rounds, we have
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[Rαβt ]≤
md+m2/2∑
t=1
f∗
n
+
n∑
t=md+m2/2+1
E[Rαβt ]/n
≤ 1
n
{
(md+m2/2)f∗+ d(k−m)(L− 1) +Zn
}
,
(21)
where Zn =
∑n
t=md+m2/2+1 P¯(ξt−1)[L−K] for exploitation rounds t.
To bound Zn, we extend Lemma 2 in Wen et al. (2017a) and prove the following bound on
P(ξ¯t−1):
Lemma 2. For any t = 1,2, · · · , n any δ ∈ (0,1), and any c ≥
√
d log(1 + nE∗
d
) + 2 log( 1
δ
) + ‖θ∗‖2,
we have P(ξ¯t−1)≤ δ.
We defer the detailed proof to the Appendix. Note that by choosing δ = 1
n(L+1−K) and c ≥√
d log(1 + nE∗
d
) + 2 log(n(L+ 1−K)) + ‖θ∗‖2, we have
[L−K]
n∑
t=1
P(ξt−1)≤ 1.
Together with Eq.(21), we have
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[Rαβt ]≤
1
n
{
(md+m2/2)f∗+ d(k−m)(L− 1) + 1
}
.
Let n→∞, as (md+m2/2)f∗+ 1 is a constant and n= kd+ k2/2, we obtain
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[Rαβt ] = lim
k→∞
d(k−m)(L− 1)
kd+ k2/2
≤O( 1
k
)≤O( 1√
n
).
We conclude that the average cumulative regret of Algorithm 1 is bounded by O
(
1√
n
)
with number
of rounds n→∞, which completes the proof.
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Algorithm 2 Influence Maximization Linear Node-level Feedback
Input: graph G, source node cardinality K, exploitation parameter q, ORACLE, feature vector
xe’s, and algorithm parameters c.
Initialization: reward r0← 0∈Rd, covariance matrix M0← I ∈Rd×d
for m= 1,2, · · · do
set tsm = 1 +
∑m−1
j=1 (d+ j
q)
for t= tsm, · · · , tsm + d+m− 1 do
if t= tsm + i for i= 1, · · · , d, then
choose St = head(e
o
i ) where e
o
i ∈Do.
else
set θt−1 =M
−1
t−1rt−1, choose St ∈ORACLE(G,K,wθt−1)
end if
Observe the node-level feedback. Update Mt←Mt−1 and rt← rt−1,
For all observed node v ∈ V, update Mt←Mt + x¯t(v)x¯Tt (v) and rt← rt + x¯t(v)yt(v)
end for
end for
Assumption 5 is the main way in which we improve the average regret from O(√logn/n) in Wen
et al. (2017a) to O(1/√n). Briefly speaking, under the Stability Assumption 5, let m= c2
λomin
2 be
the number of epochs required to achieve the condition ‖θt− θ∗‖ ≤ , the cumulative regret comes
from three parts: the first m epochs, exploration after the m-th epoch, and exploitation after the
m-th epoch. Clearly, the regret in the first m epochs is an algorithm-dependent constant once
the number of exploitation rounds in each epoch is determined. Furthermore, after m epochs, all
exploitation rounds have zero expected regret if ξt−1 holds, and all regret comes from exploration.
Next, it is natural for us to develop an algorithm that reduces the number of exploration rounds
in each epoch after the m-th epoch.
Next, we develop Algorithm 2 which utilizes the Stability Assumption and balances exploration
and exploitation time optimally. In particular, the algorithm runs d exploration and g(k) exploita-
tion rounds in the k-th epoch, where g(k) = kq can be any polynomial function, such as g(x) = x2.
The details are summarized in Algorithm 2. We have the following result:
Theorem 4. Assume Assumptions 1 2, 3, 5 and 4 hold, the average regret of running Algorithm
2 for n rounds can be bounded as follows:
Rαβ(n)
n
≤O(n−q/(q+1)).
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Proof. Let Algorithm 2 run d exploration and kq exploitation rounds in epoch k. The analysis
for each exploration and exploitation rounds is same as in Theorem 3. We omit these steps to avoid
repetition and show the details in combining them to derive average regret.
Let D be a known upper bound on ‖θ∗‖2, and let c=
√
d log
(
1 + nE∗
d
)
+ 2 log(n(L+ 1−K))+D
be the same constant as defined in the proof of Theorem 3. Let m= c
2
λomin
2 be the number of epochs
required to achieve the condition ‖θt − θ∗‖ ≤ , with d exploration and kq exploitation rounds in
epoch k. It is clear that Rαβt ≤ f∗ for all t ≤md+
∑m
j=1 j
q. We consider the average cumulative
regret for the first k epochs for ease of presentation, where k ≥m. Let n = kd+∑kj=1 jq, as the
j-th epoch consists of d exploration and j exploitation rounds, we have
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[Rαβt ]≤
md+
∑m
j=1 j
q∑
t=1
f∗
n
+
n∑
t=md+
∑m
j=1 j
q+1
E[Rαβt ]/n
≤ 1
n
{
(md+
m∑
j=1
jq)f∗+ d(k−m)(L− 1) +Zn
}
,
(22)
where Zn =
∑n
t=md+
∑m
j=1 j
q+1 P(ξ¯t−1)[L−K] for exploitation round t. By Lemma 2, we have
[L−K]
n∑
t=1
P(ξt−1)≤ 1.
Choose δ= 1
n(L+1−K) and c≥
√
d log(1 + nE∗
d
) + 2 log(n(L+ 1−K))+‖θ∗‖2. Together with Eq.(22),
we have
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[Rαβt ]≤
1
n
{
(md+
m∑
j=1
jq)f∗+ d(k−m)(L− 1) + 1
}
.
Let n→∞. As (md+∑mj=1 jq)f∗+ 1 is a constant and n= kd+∑kj=1 jq ≤O(kq+1), we obtain
lim
n→∞
1
n
n∑
t=1
E[Rαβt ] = lim
k→∞
d(k−m)(L− 1)
kd+
∑k
j=1 j
q
≤O
(
1
kq
)
≤O(n−q/(q+1)).
We conclude that the average cumulative regret of Algorithm 2 is bounded by O(n−q/(q+1)), with
number of rounds n→∞.
6. Numerical Experiments
To numerically test the performance of various seeding strategies, we conduct experiments on a
Twitter subnetwork with 232 nodes and 3090 directed edges. The complete directed graph with
232 nodes has 53,592 directed edges. Thus in our subnetwork, around 6 percent of all possible edges
are present. We obtained the network structure from the SNAP dataset by Leskovec and Krevl
(2014). The algorithms we tested are summarized in Table 1. We also explain each algorithm in
detail in the section on experimental set up.
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Table 1 Summary of algorithms tested in the numerical experiments
Algorithm Meaning
bgg dgr Seed five nodes in each round that have maximum out-degrees
rdm Seed five different randomly sampled nodes in each round
grd kw
Seed five nodes selected by approximate greedy oracle with known
true edge weights in each round
grd explr Algorithm 1
grd explr q=2 Algorithm 2 with q= 2
grd explr q=3 Algorithm 2 with q= 3
grd splt
A comparison learning and seeding algorithm that splits node observations
equally to the contributing edges when updating beliefs
To generate edge feature vectors, we use the node2vec algorithm proposed by Grover and
Leskovec (2016) to first construct node feature vectors, and then use the element-wise multiplica-
tion of head node’s and tail node’s vectors of each edge as the corresponding edge feature vector.
We then randomly perturb the resulting vectors so that they are more diverse. We set the feature
dimension to be 5, and we hand-pick a theta vector that has 3 positive entries and 2 negative
entries. The 2-norm of this theta vector is around 1.34.
We then construct the edge weights using the dot product of the edge feature vectors and our
theta vector. Whenever we have a negative weight, we replace it by 0. We generate the autonomy
factors for each node likewise (the augmented network with a positive and a negative copy of each
node is fed to the node2vec algorithm and thus we also have edge feature vectors for edges pointing
from positive/negative copy of each node to itself). Our diffusion model assumes that the sum of
incoming weights to each node is between 0 and 1. Therefore, for each node, we sum up its incoming
weights. If this sum is greater than 1, we scale down the feature vectors and the weights of the
incoming edges to the node uniformly by the sum. Also, we scale down the feature vectors and
weights of out-going edges from several high-degree nodes, so that the optimal seed set is unlikely
the set of highest degree nodes. This way, the learning algorithm needs to really learn a close theta
estimate to be able to select good seed sets.
We treat the feature vectors and weights obtained using the process described above as ground
truth. Note that the linear generalization of edge weights might not be perfect, as we cropped the
negative weights in an early step. We randomly pick a set of 5 edges as our exploration set. For each
edge ei = (ui, vi), i= 1,2, ...,5 in the exploration set, we compute zei = x(ui,vi) + x(v+i ,vi)
+ x(v−i ,vi)
,
and the zei ’s satisfy Assumption 3, the feature diversity assumption, as desired.
We simulate the learning and seeding process with Algorithm 1 (grd explr) for 50 epochs. In
each epoch t = 1,2, ...,50, we first do 5 rounds of exploration: we seed us along with 4 highest-
degree nodes among the ones not pointing to vs in each exploration round s = 1,2, ...,5, and
observe the 1-step activation status of vs to update the weight estimates. We then do t rounds
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Figure 3 Cumulative reward by round over all 1525 rounds.
of exploitation, in each round of which we first compute the weight estimates and then feed the
estimates into our approximate-greedy oracle to get a seed set of cardinality 5. We then observe
the resulting diffusion and update the weight estimates accordingly. The 50 epochs correspond
to 1525 rounds of exploration and exploitation. For other baseline algorithms that do not involve
exploration rounds, we do 1525 rounds of seeding using the respective seeding strategies. We also
test Algorithm 2 with q= 2 (grd explr q=2) and q= 3 (grd explr q=3). Algorithm 1 is a special
case of Algorithm 2 with q= 1. Recall that in Algorithm 2, after the 5 exploration rounds in each
epoch t, tq rounds of exploitation are performed. We choose the smallest number of epochs such
that the corresponding number of rounds is at least 1525: we test grd explr q=2 on 16 epochs
(1576 rounds) and grd explr q=3 on 9 epochs (2070 rounds).
We compare the sum of round reward achieved by grd explr, grd explr q=2, and
grd explr q=3 with grd kw, the approximate greedy oracle that knows the true weights, as well
as another baseline learning and seeding algorithm, grd splt. In the latter, whenever a node v’s
realization is observed in step τ , let Aτ (v) be its relevant parent nodes, we attribute
1
|Aτ (v)| of its
activation to each relevant edge e= (u, v), u ∈Aτ (v). We then update the theta estimation using
individual edge feature vectors instead of the sum of edge feature vectors of the relevant edges.
Additionally, we test the oracle that randomly samples a seed set of cardinality 5 in each round
(rdm), and the oracle that samples the set of 5 highest degree nodes in each epoch (bgg dgr) in
each round.
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Figure 4 Cumulative reward by round (zoomed in first 30 rounds and first 300 rounds).
The results are summarized in Figure 3, 4 & 5. Each plot is produced by averaging over 5 indepen-
dent simulations. As we can see from Figure 3, grd kw, grd explr, grd explr q=2, grd explr q=3,
and grd splt achieve similar performance over the first 1525 rounds, with grd explr q=3 and
grd splt achieving slightly higher cumulative reward. Recall that grd kw is the approximate-
greedy oracle that knows the true influence probabilities. There is however only guarantee that
with high probability, the approximate-greedy chooses a seed set that achieves a constant fraction
of the reward of the optimal set in expectation. Thus it is possible that some other oracle chooses
better seed sets than grd kw. We also plot the distance between the learned theta and the true
theta over epochs for grd splt, grd explr, and grd explr q=2, grd explr q=3 in Figure 5. While
the theta learned by grd explr, grd explr q=2, and grd explr q=3 gets very close to the true
theta, the learning strategy utilized by grd splt is stuck in a theta that is further away from the
true theta. The fact that grd splt performs slightly better than grd explr and grd kw indicates
that there is a region around the true theta that lead to similar optimal rewards.
Also from Figure 5, we see that Algorithm 1 is able to learn a close θ representation within the
initial few epochs. Note that the exploration rounds in each epoch in general generate much smaller
reward compared to the exploitation rounds. Also, the bigger the q is, the faster the ratio between
the number of exploration rounds and that of exploitation rounds in each epoch approaches zero.
Given the fast convergence of learned θt to true θ, we expect the performance of Algorithm 2 with
bigger q’s to be better compared to the base case with q= 1. This hypothesis is indeed verified by the
superior results achieved by grd explr q=2 and grd explr q=3 as shown in Figure 3 & 4. In Figure
3, we see that the cumulative reward for grd explr q=3 dominates those for grd explr q=2 and
grd explr over the first 1525 rounds. This result confirms our hypothesis. Furthermore, in Figure
4, we observe that grd explr performs better than grd explr q=2 and grd explr q=3 in the first
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Figure 5 2-norm between true theta and learned theta.
30 rounds, but is dominated by them when more rounds are conducted (first 300 rounds). This is
due to the fact that each exploration improves the estimated influence probabilities for exploitation
but incurs cost at the same time. In the first few rounds, compared with grd explr, grd explr q=2
and grd explr q=3 estimates the true θ less accurately due to having fewer explorations. In this
case, the cost incurred by exploitation with a worse estimate θt is higher than that of exploration.
Thus, grd explr q=2 and grd explr q=3 perform worse than grd explr. However, when more
explorations are conducted, θt is estimated more accurately so that exploration incurs significantly
more cost than exploitation. As a result, grd explr q=2 and grd explr q=3 perform better than
grd explr in the long run. This conclusion supports our theoretical result in Theorem 4.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel information diffusion model that is aware of negative user opinions.
Our linear threshold-based diffusion model is flexible enough to take into account individual user
characteristics, while preserving monotonicity and submodularity. As a result, the greedy algorithm
can be applied to achieve a 1−1/e−  approximation ratio for influence maximization. We further
consider an online-learning problem in which the parameters of our diffusion model are initially
unknown and need to be gradually learned through repeated rounds of negativity-aware influence
maximization. Unlike existing works that assume the availability of edge-level observations, we
conduct our analysis assuming only node-level feedback. We devise two learning algorithms that
achieve scaled regrets in the order of O(1/√T ) and O(T−1+), respectively, where T is the number
of rounds, and  can be arbitrarily small. We conduct numerical experiments to demonstrate the
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potential of our learning algorithms in learning diffusion parameters and making increasingly better
seed selections as time goes by.
There are several interesting future research problems. For example, with our current model, after
a node is activated, the effect of incoming positive weights and that of incoming negative weights
are symmetric in determining the sign of the activation. We can also explore an asymmetric model,
where, the positive and negative influences are weighted differently. Another possible direction of
research is to find a diffusion model that allows activated users to change their attitude, while
preserving nice mathematical properties such as monotonicity and submodularity.
A. Appendix
Lemma 3. For any set of cardinality K and any edge weights p, let S∗(p) be the optimal size-K
seed set. Then the optimal expected reward f(S∗(p), p) is continuous in p.
Proof. First of all, for any fix seed set S, it is easy to see f(S,p) is a continuous function with
respect to p. Let S∗(p1) and S∗(p2) be the optimal size-K seed sets corresponding to edge weights p1
and p2 respectively. For p1, p2 arbitrary close, if S
∗(p1) = S∗(p2), then |f(S∗(p1), p1)−f(S∗(p2), p2)|
can be bounded by a number small enough since the two functions share the same seed sets and
are continuous in the diffusion probability.
For δ > 0 and p1, p2 such that ‖p1 − p2‖ ≤ δ, we consider the case where S∗(p1) 6= S∗(p2). It is
clear that f(S∗(p1), p2)≤ f(S∗(p2), p2) and f(S∗(p2), p1)≤ f(S∗(p1), p1). Without loss of generality,
suppose f(S∗(p1), p1)≥ f(S∗(p2), p2), then we obtain
f(S∗(p1), p1)≥ f(S∗(p2), p2)≥ f(S∗(p1), p2).
Again, for fixed seed set S∗(p1), by continuity of f(S∗(p1), p) in p, there exists  > 0 sufficient small
such that
|f(S∗(p1), p1)− f(S∗(p2), p2)| ≤ |f(S∗(p1), p1)− f(S∗(p1), p2)| ≤ .
This way we conclude that f(S∗(p), p) is a continuous function with respect to p, which completes
the proof.
Proof of Lemma 2: Denote Yt(v) := (yt(v)− x¯t(v)>θ∗)x¯t(v) for t≥ 1 and nodes v ∈ V (including
the seed nodes). We first fix an ordering on the nodes pi : V → [N ]. Recall that, in round t, each node
is associated with an activation time (step) ιt(v) ∈ {0,1, . . .∞}, which induces a lexicographical
ordering pit on the nodes by (ιt(v), pi(v)), that is, pit(u)<pit(v) if (i) ιt(u)< ιt(v) or (ii) ιt(v) = ιt(v)
and pi(u)<pi(v). Denote the pit-ordered nodes as v
t
1, . . . , v
t
N . We have the following observations.
• The process Yt(vs) with lexicographical time index (t, s), t ≥ 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ N , is a martingale
difference sequence (MDS) with respect to the filtration H(t,s) := σ{ξvτν : (τ, ν)≤lex (t, s)}.
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• For each t ≥ 1, K + 1 ≤ s ≤ N (vs ∈ V \ St), the “feature sum” x¯t(vs), t ≥ 1, s ≥ K + 1 is
measurable with respect to. H(t,s−1).
By Theorem 1 in Abbasi-Yadkori et al. (2011), the following event F ′ holds with probability
≥ 1− δ: ∥∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
Yτ (v)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
M−1t
≤
√
2 log
(
det(Mt)1/2 det(λII)−1/2
δ
)
, for all t= 1,2, . . .
Note that
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
Yτ (v) =
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
yτ (v)x¯τ (v)−
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
x¯τ (v)x¯τ (v)
>θ∗ = rt− (Mt−λII)θ∗.
Therefore,
‖θt− θ∗‖Mt = ‖M−1t rt− θ∗‖Mt = ‖rt−Mtθ∗‖M−1t =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
Yτ (v)−λIθ∗
∥∥∥∥∥∥
M−1t
.
The trace of Mt, where t+ 1∈ T cm, can be bounded as follows (notice that m(m+ 1)/2≤ T implies
m≤√2T ):
trace(Mt)≤ trace(λII) +
m∑
k=1
∑
τ∈Tk
∑
v∈V\Sτ
‖x¯τ (v)‖2 ≤ dλI +md+ m(m+ 1)Nk
2
≤ dλ+ d
√
2T +
TNk
2
.
By the trace-determinant inequality (e.g., first inequality on page 15 of Abbasi-Yadkori et al.
(2011)), we have
det(Mt)≤
(
trace(Mt)
d
)d
≤
(
λI +
√
2T +
TNK
2
)d
.
Hence, conditioning on F ′, we have, for all t= 1,2, . . . ,
‖θt− θ∗‖Mt =
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
Yτ (v)−λIθ∗
∥∥∥∥∥∥
M−1t
≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥
t∑
τ=1
∑
v∈V\St
Yτ (v)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
M−1t
+λI‖θ∗‖M−1t
≤
√
log
(
det(Mt)det(λII)
)
+ 2 log
(
1
δ
)
+λI‖θ∗‖M−1t
≤
√√√√d log(1 + √2T
λI
+
TNK
2λI
)
+ 2 log
(
1
δ
)
+
√
λI‖θ∗‖.
Therefore, F ′ ⊆F , P[F ]≥ P[F ′]≥ 1− δ.
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